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            Abstract
Stomatal cell lineage is an archetypal example of asymmetric cell division (ACD), which is necessary for plant survival1,2,3,4. In Arabidopsis thaliana, the GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE KINASE3 (GSK3)/SHAGGY-like kinase BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 2 (BIN2) phosphorylates both the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signalling module5,6 and its downstream target, the transcription factor SPEECHLESS (SPCH)7, to promote and restrict ACDs, respectively, in the same stomatal lineage cell. However, the mechanisms that balance these mutually exclusive activities remain unclear. Here we identify the plant-specific protein POLAR as a stomatal lineage scaffold for a subset of GSK3-like kinases that confines them to the cytosol and subsequently transiently polarizes them within the cell, together with BREAKING OF ASYMMETRY IN THE STOMATAL LINEAGE (BASL), before ACD. As a result, MAPK signalling is attenuated, enabling SPCH to drive ACD in the nucleus. Moreover, POLAR turnover requires phosphorylation on specific residues, mediated by GSK3. Our study reveals a mechanism by which the scaffolding protein POLAR ensures GSK3 substrate specificity, and could serve as a paradigm for understanding regulation of GSK3 in plants.
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                    Fig. 1: BIN2, ATSK12, BASL and POLAR form a complex.[image: ]


Fig. 2: BIN2 and ATSK12 are polarized during stomatal ACD in Arabidopsis.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Stomatal phenotypes.[image: ]


Fig. 4: BIN2 activity is required for POLAR turnover.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 In vivo complex formation and self-polarization of BIN2, ATSK12, POLAR and BASL.
a, Transient expression in tobacco leaf epidermis of BIN2–GFP, ATSK12–GFP, POLAR–mCherry and mCherry–BASL. b, Transient co-expression of BIN2–GFP with POLAR–mCherry without polarization of either of the proteins. c, Transient co-expression of BIN2–GFP with mCherry–BASL inducing some BIN2 polarization. d, Transient co-expression of POLAR–GFP with mCherry–BASL strongly polarizing POLAR. e, Transient co-expression of BIN2–GFP with POLAR–mCherry and TagBFP2–BASL strongly polarizing BIN2 and POLAR. f, Transient co-expression of ATSK12–GFP with POLAR–mCherry and TagBFP2–BASL strongly polarizing ATSK12 and POLAR. g, Quantification of BIN2, POLAR and BASL polarity. n, number of cells from three biologically independent leaves. The polarity was determined by the ratio between the average intensities at the high (H) and low (L) polarity regions. For quantification, all proteins were co-expressed with the plasma membrane marker PM-TagBFP2. White arrowheads in a–f indicate polarity in the lobes. For a–f, experiments were repeated independently three times. Box plots show the first and third quartiles, split by the median (line) and mean (cross). Statistical analysis was done with a one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test compared to the respective single infiltration. Scale bars, 20 µm.

                          Source Data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 2 Nuclear exclusion of BIN2 by POLAR and of BASL by BIN2.
a, Transient expression in tobacco leaf epidermis of BIN2–GFP, POLAR–mCherry, mCherry–BASL, and the kinase-dead version of BIN2 (BIN2(K69R)–GFP). b, Transient co-expression of BIN2–GFP or BIN2(K69R)–GFP with POLAR–mCherry excluding BIN2 from the nucleus. c, Transient co-expression of BIN2–GFP with mCherry–BASL excluding BASL from the nucleus, whereas the transient co-expression of BIN2(K69R)–GFP with mCherry–BASL did not. The nucleus is indicated with arrowheads (a–c). d, Quantification of the nuclear exclusion of BIN2 and BASL. n, number of cells from three biologically independent leaves. Images were quantified with the nuclear (N)-TagBFP2 as a marker for the nucleus area and by means of a script to measure the average intensity in the nucleus compared to the remainder of the cell (see Methods). For a–c, experiments were repeated independently three times. Box plots show the first and third quartiles, split by the median (line) and mean (cross). Statistical analysis was performed with a one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test compared to BIN2–GFP or BIN2(K69R) or mCherry–BASL single infiltration, respectively. Scale bars, 20 µm.

                          Source Data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 3 Nuclear exclusion of other members of the Arabidopsis GSK3/SHAGGY family by POLAR.
a, b, Transient co-expression in tobacco leaf epidermis of POLAR–mCherry with the group-I GSK3/SHAGGY-like kinases ATSK11(ASKα)–GFP, ATSK12(ASKγ)–GFP, and ATSK13(ASKε)–GFP (a) and with the group-II GSK3/SHAGGY-like kinases BIN2(ASKη)–GFP, BIL2(ASKι)–GFP, and (BIL1)ASKζ–GFP (b) leading to their nuclear exclusion. c, Transient co-expression of POLAR–mCherry with the group-III GSK3/SHAGGY-like kinases ATSK32(ASKθ)–GFP and ATSK31(ASKβ)–GFP. ATSK31(ASKβ)–GFP was excluded from the nucleus, whereas ATSK32(ASKθ)–GFP was not; POLAR–mCherry was included into the nucleus with ATSK32(ASKθ)–GFP. d, Transient co-expression of POLAR–mCherry with the group-IV GSK3/SHAGGY-like kinases ATSK41(ASKκ)–GFP and ATSK42(ASKδ)–GFP. When expressed alone, ATSK41(ASKκ)–GFP and ATSK42(ASKδ)–GFP did not localize to the nucleus, and coinfiltration with POLAR–mCherry did not affect their localization. White arrowheads in a–d indicate the nucleus. For a-d, experiments were repeated independently three times. Scale bars, 20 µm.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Characterization of Arabidopsis Col-0 and atsk12 mutant endogenously expressing BIN2–GFP and ATSK12–GFP, respectively.
a, Wild-type (Col-0) and BIN2:BIN2-GFP;Col-0 plants (lines 21 and 26), grown for 4 weeks in soil with corresponding BIN2 gene expression in seedlings measured by qRT–PCR. n = 3 biologically independent experiments. Scale bars, 2.5 cm b, Schematic representation of the tDNA insertions in the atsk12 mutant (GABI-410D09). The insertion site is annotated with the flanking sequence and corresponding insertion site or inserted nucleotide in green. Primers used are depicted in the scheme and listed in Supplementary Table 2. Wild-type (Col-0) and ATSK12:ATSK12-GFP;atsk12 complemented plants (lines 2, 3 and 14) grown for 2 weeks in soil with the corresponding ATSK12 gene expression in seedlings measured by qRT–PCR. n = 3 biologically independent experiments. All qRT–PCR were carried out with seedlings at 5 d.p.g. Transcript levels were normalized to the ACTIN2 gene expression. c, In vitro phosphorylation of YDA and SPCH by ATSK12. All experiments were repeated independently three times. Box plots show the first and third quartiles, split by the median (line) and mean (cross). For blot source data, see Supplementary Fig. 1.

                          Source Data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 5 Localization of BIN2, ATSK12, BASL and POLAR in Arabidopsis.
a, Localization of BIN2 in the abaxial epidermis of Arabidopsis seedlings at 1, 2 or 5 d.p.g. BIN2 was not detectable at 1 d.p.g., but was visible at 1.5–2 d.p.g. BIN2 localized to the plasma membrane (PM), cytoplasm and nucleus. BIN2 was more abundant and polarized at the cell cortex before every ACD. b, Localization of ATSK12 in the abaxial epidermis of Arabidopsis seedlings at 1, 2 or 5 d.p.g. ATSK12 was detected at all developmental stages and localized to the plasma membrane and cytoplasm, but unlike BIN2, it had no nuclear signal. ATSK12 was also more abundant and polarized at the cell cortex before every ACD. Insets in a and b depict BIN2 and ATSK12 localization during cytokinesis. During mitosis, both proteins relocalized to two distinct foci resembling the spindle localization as observed for mammalian GSK3. c, Localization of BASL in the abaxial epidermis of Arabidopsis seedlings at 1 d.p.g. d, Localization of POLAR in the abaxial epidermis of Arabidopsis seedlings at 1 d.p.g. e, BIN2 localization in POLAR loss- and gain-of-function mutants. BIN2 abundance in stomatal lineage cells undergoing ACD depends on POLAR. Loss of POLAR and PL1 markedly reduced, whereas POLAR overexpression greatly enhanced, BIN2 enrichment before the ACD. Insets represent zoomed in regions. f, Quantification of the abundance of BIN2–GFP in the plasma membrane of cells undergoing ACD. n, number of cells from three biologically independent cotyledons. The intensity of BIN2–GFP was measured over time in the plasma membrane in stomatal lineage cells undergoing ACD. The plasma membrane signal of meristemoid cells was divided by the plasma membrane signal of neighbouring differentiated pavement cells to quantify the relative protein abundance. g, Nuclear localization of BIN2–GFP in Col-0 and the double tDNA polar-2 pl1-1 mutant in the abaxial epidermis at 2 d.p.g. Meristemoids of the double polar-2 pl1-1 mutant showed the increased nuclear localization of BIN2–GFP . The pictures below each main image represent zoomed in regions. White arrowheads indicate the nucleus in meristemoids. h, Quantification of the nuclear signal for BIN2 in g. n, number of cells from three biologically independent cotyledons. All experiments were repeated independently three times. Box plots show the first and third quartiles, split by the median (line) and mean (cross). One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test was used as indicated by brackets. Scale bars, 20 µm.

                          Source Data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 6 POLAR stabilized group I and group II ATSKs in the stomatal lineage.
a, Confocal images of abaxial epidermis of cotyledons of seedlings at 3 d.p.g. expressing group-I ATSK11:ATSK11-GFP;Col-0 (AT5G26751), ATSK12:ATSK12-GFP;Col-0 (AT3G05840) or ATSK13:ATSK13-GFP (AT5G14640) and group-II BIN2:BIN2-GFP;Col-0, BIL2:BIL2-GFP;Col-0 (AT1G06390) and BIL1:BIL1-GFP;Col-0 (AT2G30980). ATSK11–GFP, ATSK12–GFP, ATSK13–GFP, BIN2–GFP, BIL2–GFP and BIL1–GFP proteins showed stabilization in the stomatal lineage and polarization during ACD, with group-I members displaying a more frequent polarization. b, Co-expression of all BIN2 homologues with POLAR–mCherry leading to their stabilization and apparent polarization. White arrowheads in a and b indicate stabilization and/or polarization and correspond to insets in every picture. c, Co-expression of BIN2 with mCherry–BASL did not lead to BIN2 stabilization and polarization. All experiments were repeated independently three times. Scale bars, 20 µm.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Identification and characterization of POLAR, POLAR-like1 (PL1) and PL2 loss-of-function mutants.
a–c, Schematic representation of the tDNA insertions in the polar-2 (SALK_146639) (a), pl1-1 (SALK_121087) (b) and pl2-1 (SALK_123929) (c) mutants. d, Schematic representation of the POLAR and PL1 CRISPR mutants polar-3 and pl1-2, respectively, and the double CRISPR mutant polar-4 pl1-2. Guide sequences of the selected target sites of the wild-type and of the CRISPR-edited polar are presented under the scheme. In the boxes, the protospacer-adjacent motif sequences are shown in red and inserted or deleted nucleotides in green. The resulting truncated amino acid sequence of the protein is shown below the scheme. Amino acids in green correspond to the wild-type POLAR protein and those in red to random amino acids produced by the frame shift after the nucleotide insertion/deletion. e, Wild-type (Col-0), POLAR tDNA (polar-2) and POLAR CRISPR (polar-3) mutants and POLAR-like1 (PL1) tDNA (pl1-1) and PL1 CRISPR (pl1-2) mutants, as well as the corresponding double tDNA (polar-2 pl1-1) and CRISPR (polar-4 pl1-2) mutants grown for 4 weeks in soil. Scale bars, 2.5 cm. f, POLAR, PL1 and PL2 gene expression measured by qRT–PCR in seedlings of polar-2, pl1-1 and pl2-1 plants. n = 3 biologically independent experiments. Primers used are depicted in the scheme and listed in Supplementary Table 2. For e and f, experiments were repeated independently three times. Box plots show the first and third quartiles, split by the median (line) and mean (cross).

                          Source Data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 8 BIN2 and POLAR overexpression in the stomatal lineage of Arabidopsis.
a, TMM:BIN2-GSgreen;bin2-3 (lines 17.6 and 16.3), TMM:BIN2-GSgreen;Col-0 (lines 4.2 and 6.2), POLAR:POLAR-GFP;Col-0 (lines 14.5 and 16.3) and POLAR:POLAR-mCherry (lines 6 and 5) introduced into TMM:BIN2-GSgreen;Col-0 (line 6.2). Scale bar, 2.5 cm. b, BIN2 and POLAR gene expression in the genotypes shown in a, measured by qRT–PCR. n = 3 biologically independent experiments. c, SPCH–mCherry marking the stomatal lineage cell fate of the small dividing cells in pTMM:BIN2-GSgreen;Col-0 (line 6.2) plants. d, Localization of POLAR–GFP in plants overexpressing POLAR-GFP;Col-0 (line 14.5) presenting excessive divisions in the stomatal lineages. All experiments were repeated independently three times. Box plots show the first and third quartiles, split by the median (line) and mean (cross). Scale bars in c and d, 20 µm.

                          Source Data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 9 Stomatal phenotypes in abaxial epidermis of cotyledons at 21 d.p.g.
a, Wild types (Col-0 or Wassilewskija (Ws)), polar-2, pl1-1, polar-2 pl1-1, polar-3 (CRISPR), pl1-2 (CRISPR), polar-4 pl1-2 (CRISPR), POLAR:POLAR-GFP;Col-0 (line 14.5), bin2-3, atsk12, bin2-3 atsk12, bin2-3 bil1 bil2 atsk13-RNAi, TMM:BIN2-GSgreen;bin2-3 (line 17.6), TMM:BIN2-GSgreen;Col-0 (line 6.2), TMM:BIN2-GSgreen;POLAR:POLAR-mCherry (line 6), and basl-2 seedlings. Scale bar, 100 µm. b, Pavement cell size distribution of genotypes described in a with significant phenotypes. n, number of cells from three biologically independent cotyledons. c, Quantification of the pavement cell density, stomatal density, total cell density, the stomatal index, and the stomatal clustering index in the genotypes described in a. n, number of biologically independent cotyledons. Box plots show the first and third quartiles, split by the median (line) and mean (cross). Statistical analysis was done with a one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test. All values were compared to Col-0 unless indicated with brackets. The bin2-3 bil1 bil2 atsk13-RNAi quadruple mutant was compared to Ws. For a–c, experiments were repeated independently three times.

                          Source Data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 10 Phosphorylation of BASL by BIN2 and the working model for BIN2 and POLAR functions during ACD.
a, In vitro phosphorylation of BASL by BIN2. Alanine substitutions in five BIN2 phosphorylated residues (BASL(5A)) reduced the BASL phosphorylation. The S72A substitution in the truncated BASL (BASL(1–84/S72A)) abolished phosphorylation. b, BASL protein. The blue dots, red asterisks, and green dot mark the identified in vitro BIN2 phosphorylation sites (this study), previously described MAPK phosphorylation sites, and the predicted S72 phosphorylation site, respectively. The nuclear localization signal (NLS) is marked in blue. The putative GSK3 phosphorylation motifs are marked in yellow. c, Confocal images of abaxial epidermis of cotyledons at 2.5 d.p.g. of BASL:GFP-BASL;basl-2 or SPCH:SPCH-GFP;spch-3 plants grown in the presence of 50 μM bikinin (BIK) or mock (DMSO). Scale bars, 20 μm. d, Wild-type (Col-0) seedlings at 2.5 d.p.g. grown in the presence of 50 μm BIK or mock (DMSO). Western blot analysis of MPK3 and MPK6 activation upon treatment with BIK. Active MPK3 and MPK6 were detected by a phospho-p44/42 MAPK antibody. For blot source data, see Supplementary Fig. 1. e, Gene expression of SPCH, POLAR and BASL as in d, measured by qRT–PCR. n = 3 biologically independent experiments. Transcript levels were normalized to the UBIQUITIN10 gene. f, Model for the function of BIN2 and POLAR during ACDs. In the MMC or young meristemoid (M), POLAR is highly expressed, nonpolar, whereas the BIN2 expression is absent or undetectable. In mature MMCs or meristemoids, BIN2 is expressed, is upregulated and initiates BASL polarization redundantly with the MAPK module. The BIN2–POLAR–BASL complex migrates to the cell cortex and polarizes before the ACD, thereby relieving the BIN2 inhibition on SPCH in the nucleus and attenuating the MAPK signalling in the polar region. After the ACD, the smaller daughter cell (meristemoid) accumulates SPCH to sustain POLAR and BASL transcription, allowing further amplifying ACDs. When the POLAR expression remains in the larger daughter cell (SLGC), the BIN2–POLAR–BASL polarity module is reoriented at the opposite side, allowing the occurrence of spacing divisions. When the POLAR expression in the SLGC is low, BIN2 is more abundant in the nucleus, relieving its inhibitory function on the MAPK signalling, leading to SPCH degradation and pavement cell differentiation. Meristemoids destined for a guard mother cell fate lose the POLAR expression, while maintaining the BIN2 expression. For a–e, experiments were repeated independently three times. Box plots show the first and third quartiles, split by the median (line) and mean (cross).
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Supplementary Table
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Video 1: Confocal time-lapse imaging of BASL–GFP
Confocal time-lapse imaging of BASL:GFP-BASL;basl-2 in the abaxial epidermis of cotyledons of Arabidopsis seedlings at 2 days post germination. In meristemoids and stomatal lineage ground cells (SLGC) that will undergo asymmetric cell division (ACD), BASL first localizes to the nucleus and then it polarizes at the cell cortex preceding the ACD. The polarity is only inherited in the SLGC and is further enhanced between 30 to 60 min after ACD. Experiments were repeated independently three times.


Video 2: Confocal time-lapse imaging of POLAR–GFP
Confocal time-lapse imaging of POLAR:POLAR-GFP;polar-2 in the abaxial epidermis of cotyledons of Arabidopsis seedlings at 2 days post germination. In meristemoids and stomatal lineage ground cells (SLGC) that will undergo asymmetric cell division (ACD), POLAR first localizes evenly to the plasma membrane, then is upregulated and polarizes before ACD. The polarity is inherited in the SLGC but is the strongest prior to ACD, unlike BASL. Experiments were repeated independently three times.


Video 3: Confocal time-lapse imaging of BIN2–GFP
Confocal time-lapse imaging of pBIN2-BIN2-GFP/BIN2:BIN2-GFP;Col-0 in the abaxial epidermis of cotyledons of Arabidopsis seedlings at 2 days post germination. In meristemoids and stomatal lineage ground cells (SLGC) that will undergo asymmetric cell division (ACD), BIN2 first localizes evenly to the plasma membrane, then is upregulated and polarizes before ACD. The polarity is only weakly inherited in the SLGC and just like for POLAR, the polarity shows a maximum before ACD. Experiments were repeated independently three times.


Video 4: Confocal time-lapse imaging of ATSK12–GFP
Confocal time-lapse imaging of ATSK12:ATSK12-GFP;atsk12 in the abaxial epidermis of cotyledons of Arabidopsis seedlings at 2 days post germination. In meristemoids and stomatal lineage ground cells (SLGC) that will undergo asymmetric cell division (ACD), AtSK12 first localizes evenly to the plasma membrane, then is upregulated and polarizes before ACD. The polarity is only weakly inherited in the SLGC and just like for POLAR, the polarity shows a maximum before ACD. Experiments were repeated independently three times.


Video 5: Confocal time-lapse imaging of BIN2–GFP when POLAR is overexpressed
Confocal time-lapse imaging of BIN2:BIN2-GFP;POLAR:POLAR-mCherry;Col-0 in the abaxial epidermis cotyledons of Arabidopsis seedlings at 2 days post germination. In meristemoids and stomatal lineage ground cells (SLGC) that will undergo asymmetric cell division (ACD), BIN2 localizes evenly to the plasma membrane, then is strongly upregulated and polarized before ACD. The polarity and enrichment of BIN2 prior to ACD is amplified by the overexpression of POLAR. Experiments were repeated independently three times.


Video 6: Confocal time-lapse imaging of BIN2–GFP in a polar-2 pl1-1 double mutant
Confocal time-lapse imaging of BIN2:BIN2-GFP;polar-2 pl1-1 in the abaxial epidermis cotyledons of Arabidopsis seedlings at 2 days post germination. In meristemoids and stomatal lineage ground cells (SLGC) that will undergo asymmetric cell division (ACD), BIN2 localizes evenly to the plasma membrane but fails to be enriched and polarized before ACD. The polarity and enrichment of BIN2 is dependent on POLAR. Experiments were repeated independently three times.
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